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ABSTRACT 

The four spacecraft of the CLUSTER II mission with 
their 16 booms fully deployed are swinging now in the 
magnetosphere. Unfortunately and by well known 
reasons, the explosion of the Ariane-5 rocket during its 
maiden flight, there were 16 more booms in the four 
original CLUSTER satellites which were no so lucky. 
 
If structural models are taken into account a total 
number of 36 booms have been produced. 
 
This paper tries to present the useful experiences and 
the lessons learned throughout the project evolution.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The CLUSTER mission is part of an international 
programme to find out more about the Sun and Earth 
interact. The mission is based on four identical spin 
stabilized spacecrafts which will be placed in nearly 
identical highly eccentric polar orbits. The original 
Cluster mission had among others a unique design 
requirement, first time from ESA, to build spacecraft in 
true series production and in orbit simultaneous 
operation. 
 
Each spacecraft incorporates four booms of two 
different types: two Antenna Booms and two Radial 
Booms. 
 
The Antenna Boom (AB) is a single arm rigid boom 
carrying an S-band antenna at the tip. Deployment is 
driven by redundant springs and is contained in a plane 
parallel to the spin axis. 
 
The Radial Boom (RB) is a double-arm (double- 
hinged) rigid boom deployed basically by the 
centrifugal force developed by the spinning spacecraft.  
Their function is to place the two Flux Gate 
Magnetometers (FGM’s), in the case of –Y RB, and the 
Spatio Temporal Analysis of Field Fluctuation (STAFF) 
experiment, for the +Y RB, far from the spacecraft to 
minimize the disturbance created by the spacecraft 
magnetic field. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 1, CLUSTER Mission 

2. DEVELOPMENT BACKGROUND 

The initial baseline for the CLUSTER RB design was 
the double arm boom developed, qualified and flown on 
the ULYSSES spacecraft. Due to the more stringent 
requirements imposed on the CLUSTER boom, it was 
demonstrated that one design inherited from ULYSSES 
would not be compliant with the required performances. 
 
This was the first lesson learned, when the customer 
asks for a recurrent model of an existing product but at 
the same time imposes a new requirements specification 
derived at system level. A closer contact between both 
parts during the system preliminary design phase would 
always help.   
 
The driver for the re-design was essentially the stiffness 
in the launch configuration. Whereas the first 
eigenfrequency in the ULYSSES was 43 Hz, more than 
60 Hz was the requirement for the CLUSTER RB. 
 
 
 



The main design modifications consisted of: 
 
◊ Hold down mechanisms. The original system used to 

tie down the two arms was based on cable elements 
and a pyro cutter device. The design was changed to 
a titanium clamp and a pyrotechnic separation nut. 

◊ CFRP tube. The lay-up was optimised and high 
modulus fibres were used. 

 

 

Figure 2, RB Hold down 
 
The introduction of these changes imposed the need for 
a re-qualification and, therefore a dedicated verification 
programme encompassing both analysis and test was 
established to acquire sufficient confidence in the 
performance and operation of these booms. 
 

 

Figure 3, Radial Boom 
 
Concerning the Antenna Boom, there was not a 
previous design to be taken as reference. The main 
design drivers were: 
 
◊ stiffness in launch configuration higher than 100 Hz 

◊ less than 3 kg was the mass allocated for each AB 

◊ support a payload at the tip with 200 grams  

◊ deployment angle 90° 
 
A final design was proposed regarding the previous 
requirements and making use as much as possible of the 
elements involved also in the design of the Radial 
Booms. This was possible for the material and diameter 
of the CFRP tubes, the bonded joints and the 
pyrotechnic device. In the hinge design, even though not 
identical, very similar elements were used like the 
bearings and the latching system. 
 

   

Figure 4, Antenna Booms  
 
Another reflection to be made is that normally one 
refers only to the two different type of booms, the 
Radial Boom and the Antenna Boom. But even for the 
same type of boom, carrying a different experiment (in 
terms of position, attachment mean, mass properties,…) 
or being submitted to a different environment (because 
of its location on the S/C, mechanical interfaces to the 
S/C, thermal conditioning,…) differentiates one boom 
from the other. This is the case of the Cluster Booms 
where there are two Radial Booms (named as +Y and –
Y) and two Antenna Booms (named as +X and –X) that 
are similar but not identical. 
 
Definitively, to account for the activities relevant to the 
detailed design and analysis, a considerably amount of 
man-power within the whole project, four different 
items have to be considered instead of only two. 
 
The basic parameters for the final performance of the 
booms are depicted in the following tables. 
 

Parameter Performance 
Dimensions: length  
                      height 

1552 mm 
320 mm 

Mass: boom 
           supports  

1095 gr 
1887 gr 

Tip mass 200 gr 
Stiffness: stowed 
                deployed 

108 Hz 
11.7 Hz 

Deployment angle  90° 
End of deployment shock load 289 Nm 
Temperatures: non operational 
                        operational 

-140°C ÷ +125°C 
-15°C ÷ +65°C 

Vibration: sine 
                  random 

Up to 20 g 
21.2 grms  

 Table 1, Antenna Boom characteristics 



Parameter Performance 
Dimensions:  inner arm  
                      outer arm 
                      height 

2285 mm 
2416 mm 
320 mm 

Mass:  booms  
            supports  

4949 gr 
6342 gr 

Tip mass 800 gr 
Stiffness:  stowed 
                 deployed 

63 Hz 
1.7 Hz 

Deployment angle:  inner hinge 
                                 outer hinge  

125° 
165° 

Deployed length 4618 mm 
End of deployment shock load: 
                                inner hinge 
                                outer hinge 

 
293 Nm 
162 Nm 

Temperatures:  non operational 
                         operational 

-140°C ÷ +125°C 
+20°C ÷ +80°C 

Vibration:  sine 
                   random 

Up to 20 g 
9.7 grms  

Table 2, Radial Boom characteristics 

3. USEFUL EXPERIENCES 

Within this paragraph some experiences will be 
presented, from which, at least we have learned 
something for future programmes and we expect they 
can also be useful for some others.  

3.1 Deployment verification 
 
Torque margins 
 
Extensive analysis and test campaigns were carried out 
in order to verify the boom deployment performances 
with respect to the applicable requirements. The key 
aspects were the torque margins and the end of 
deployment shock loads, both closely connected. Trying 
to improve one, the other is normally penalized.   
 
Concerning the torque margins, breadboard models 
were produced in the early stages of the program  to 
characterize the resistive torque. On these models 
several improvements were carry out with respect to the 
baseline design: 
 
◊ the harness routing around the hinge was optimised. 

◊ the aluminium tape shielding of the harness was 
replaced by a flexible braid. 

◊ the mechanical interference between the shaft and 
the bearings was reduced. 

◊ the axial play of the hinge was carefully studied and  
the required adjustment obtained by shimming. 

 
Development tests were then performed on the 
breadboard models to measure any of the hinge resistive 
contributions (bearings, harness and latch). The 

hardware was flight representative and the environment 
reproduced the expected in-orbit conditions in terms of 
vacuum and temperatures. 
 

 

Figure 5, AB hinge 
 
The deployment verification continued with the flight 
hardware production phase. A number of relevant steps 
were defined in the verification process with clearly 
established success criteria. In such a way that 
deviations could be detected in the early stages of the 
assembly and testing activities and thus corrective 
actions could be taken. In particular for the resistive 
torque in the hinges the sequence applied to each model 
was: 
   
◊ Bearings screening. Starting and running torques are 

measured in all the items of the procured batch. 
Results are used to select the bearings with the lower 
friction to be installed on the flight hardware hinges. 

◊ During the assembly process. Friction measurement 
of the shaft running on the mobile part of the hinge 
with the main bearings installed and on the fixed 
part with the redundant bearings installed. 

◊ At the end of the assembly process. Friction 
measurement of the shaft running on the hinge fully 
assembled with the driving springs. 

◊ Functional performance test. Measurement of the 
torque required to deploy and to retract the boom. 
From the complete hysteresis curve the elastic and 
the friction contributions characterizing the hinge 
are derived. This test is carried out, in ambient 
conditions at the beginning of the test campaign and 
after the vibrations tests. Additionally the test is  
performed during the thermal vacuum test at the 
limit operational temperatures. 

 



Although this process, extensive testing in all model, 
seems not to be the best approach for a series production 
in terms of resources and time involved, it was required 
to ensure the quality of the product and give confidence 
in the boom deployment operation. 
 
The Radial Boom presents a particularity regarding the 
deployment performance. Because of its size and the 
type of the actuation forces (S/C spin effect) it was 
almost impractical to deploy the booms under simulated 
space conditions. Consequently although the resistive 
torques and the deployment shocks were verified by 
test, the complete deployment relies on computer 
simulations. 
 
The S/C spin rate is the main driver for the shock loads 
induced in the boom during latch. The aim was to define 
an appropriate spin rate consistent with the allowable 
shock loads of the booms and other operational 
requirements. 
 
The system has two degrees of freedom and the worst 
load case is not always obtained assuming zero friction, 
like it would be the case for one degree of freedom 
mechanism. The reason is that the eigenfrequency of the 
system changes depending on the order of latching of 
the two arms. Instead, the worst case has been found by 
varying the friction factors (from 0 to 6) on the basic 
friction measured for each hinge. For each spin rate 49 
cases have to be analysed. 
 
The static torque margin (STM) of one RB hinge 
depends on the positions of the two arms. For each 
hinge and spin rate the torque margin was calculated, as 
it is shown in the plot of Figure 6.   
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Figure 6, Static torque margin 
 
In order to solve the non compliance of the boom with 
respect to the static torque margin requirement, a 
contingency scenario was presented consisting of the 
increase of the S/C spin rate. This spin up manoeuvre is, 
anyhow, considered on the S/C operation procedure to 

reach the stabilization at 15 rpm. The following 
analyses were carried out:  
 
◊ Definition of the possible stop positions (STM 

below 2) of any of the boom arms. 

◊ Calculation of the spin rate necessary to increase the 
STM up to 2. 

◊ Based on this spin rate, calculate the latching shock.  
 
It was demonstrated by analysis that the boom could be 
recovered from a stationary position by increasing the 
spin rate without exceeding the allowable shock load. 
 
The lesson that can be learned is the importance of the 
spacecraft assistance (spin up manoeuvre, hinges 
thermal conditioning) or system level decisions to find a 
solution to fulfil simultaneously two requirements 
affecting the equipment in an opposite way without a 
major re-design.    
 
Bonded joints strength 
 
The most critical items for the strength verification were 
the bonded joints and the worst loading case was the 
end of deployment shock. 
  
The bonded joints made the structural connection 
between the CFRP tube and the titanium alloy end 
fittings through an adhesive. Two different types have 
been used, regarding the bonding length and the shape 
of the bonding surfaces of the CFRP tube and the 
titanium fitting: 
 
◊ 45 mm parallel bonded joint (with cylindrical 

surfaces) 

◊ 60 mm length tapered bonded joint (with slightly 
conical surfaces) 

 
Whereas the former design is simpler from the 
manufacturing point of view, and therefore used in 
almost all the bonded joints in the CLUSTER Booms, 
the latter design had to be implemented in the inner 
hinge of the Radial Booms to improve its strength 
behaviour at low temperature. 
 
The evaluation of this strength generated at the time a 
lot of discussions because of the way to derive the 
strength value should be based on the statistical “A 
value”. 
 
We understood that the normal procedure is to obtain 
“A values” for the basic mechanical properties of the 
materials, from standards (in the case of the metallic 
parts) or by testing material samples (for the case of 
more complex materials like the CFRP) and apply them 
to the mathematical models to derive by analysis the 
worst case strength and stiffness. 



For the bonded joints we were forced to derive the “A 
value” through statistical combination of test results on 
the complete component (titanium alloy fitting-
adhesive-CFRP tube). Additionally a safety factor of 2 
was required. 
 

 

Figure 7, Bonding joint sample in destructive test 
 
The A-value guarantees that the strength of the 99 
percent of the joints produced would equal or exceed 
this A-value, with a confidence of 95 percent and is 
obtained with the following formula: 
 

A value = Mean – KA* Standard Deviation 
 
Where KA is a coefficient which depends on the number 
of samples tested. 
 
After 10 thermal cycles between –196°C and +125°C all 
the samples were submitted to a cantilever bending test 
till rupture load at the lowest operational temperature. In 
the plot of Figure 8 the test results have been collected 
together with the corresponding “A value” and other 
statistical values (mean, B value or mean-2*SD) that 
can be used for comparison. 
 
Bending moment (Nm) Parallel Tapered 
Mean 973 1140 
Standard Deviation 142 133 
Maximum 1177 1356 
Minimum 742 978 
A value 356 523 
B value 607 774 
Flight Limit Load 178 261 

 
It can be realized that the values to be used as reference 
for the strength of the joints are highly penalised by: 
 
◊ The standard deviation which is in the order of 12% 

to 15% on both cases. This deviation is considered 
normal when the specimen is a composite of CFRP, 
adhesive and metallic part. 

◊ The number of samples (7 and 8), leading to a 
coefficient KA of 4.6 and 4.3 respectively. 

Finally the proof loads applied to the bonded joints (in 
ambient conditions) of the Flight Hardware were 400 
Nm for the parallel joint and 450 Nm for the tapered 
joint.   

Statistical Evaluation of the Parallel Bonded Joint Strength
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Statistical Evaluation of the Tapered Bonded Joint Strength
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Figure 8, Tapered bonded joint strength evaluation 

3.2 Environmental test set-ups 
 
One lesson learned from the ULYSSES boom was 
related to the vibration test set up. There are two 
outstanding features on one boom: 
 
◊ The boom is a relatively light mass equipment, 

therefore applicable vibration levels are high. 

◊ On the other hand the length of the item is very large 
and normally the distance between the hinge and the 
hold down supports, interfacing to the spacecraft, is 
also high. 

 
The consequence is that the size of the vibration table 
selected is sometimes limited by the maximum power of 
the shaker, which has to reach the vibration levels on 
the total moving mass (table, boom and vibration test 
adaptor). For the case of the ULYSSES booms, a 
vibration test adaptor was designed to connect the small 
size table to the large boom interfaces. Even with a 
massive adaptor, the random vibration excited its main 
eigenfrequencies, making very difficult the control of 
the input levels on the two separated boom interfaces. 



In CLUSTER these aspects were carefully considered 
and a different approach was decided by using a testing 
facility with a big vibration table (square of 2.1 m side) 
with the following consequences: 
 
◊ Simpler and lighter vibration adaptor which, 

moreover, connects both interfaces of the boom to 
the table in a  nearly hardmounted manner. 

◊ Two booms can be tested simultaneously. 

◊ All the equipment axes can be tested in the same 
table by only rotating adequately the adaptor 
together with the equipment.   

 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 9, Vibration test set-up 
 
In the next pictures the proposed test set-up is shown for 
the three axes of vibration. 
 
Testing the booms in pairs imply a considerable time 
reduction. Additionally, the philosophy described in the 

last point avoids time delays in the operation of 
changing the shaker from the horizontal to the vertical 
position and the installation of the vertical vibration 
table on it. 
 
Regarding the vibration of the qualification models, two 
shakers were connected to the table operating in push-
pull configuration to reach the required levels. The cost 
of this test is, in principle, higher than the case of a 
single shaker vibration. However, with the reduction 
levels for the acceptance vibration test to be applied to 
the flight models the use of a single shaker was 
possible. 
 
Similar arrangement, presented in Figure 10, is used to 
test two booms simultaneously inside the vacuum 
chamber.   
 
Definitely this approach seemed promising for a series 
production of booms and its effectiveness in terms of 
cost and schedule was confirmed throughout the project 
evolution. 
 

 

Figure 10, Thermal vacuum test set-up 

3.3  Coating application   
 
Most of the metallic parts in the CLUSTER booms are 
made of titanium alloy. In the hold down mechanisms of 
the Radial Boom there are many contact areas to 
maintain the two arms stowed in the launch 
configuration. To avoid problems in these contacts, the 
surfaces were coated with MoS2. 
 
However after the vibration test in the Qualification 
Model, when performing the release of the boom, it was 
noticed that the surfaces were not in good conditions.  
 
After an investigation it was concluded that the cause of 
the failure had been the type of application of the MoS2. 
The film was applied onto the surface by rubbing with a 
brush. This method does not allow to control adequately 
the thickness and uniformity of the film. During the 
vibration, small relative displacements of the parts in 
contact produced wear and migration of the lubricant 



film, leaving small areas where the titanium-titanium 
contact was possible. 
 
The corrective action was the use of a new commercial 
product containing MoS2, sprayed with a pressure gun 
and applied under a procedure which details among 
other points: 
 
◊ number and thickness of the layers 

◊ time to dry each layer 

◊ curing temperature and time 

◊ adherence tests to be performed on coated samples 
 
In the most critical contacts, where the two arms of the 
boom mate, aluminium bronze shims were added as 
anti-sticktion mean. 

4. SCHEDULE AND ORGANIZATION 

Whereas there are no significant differences during the 
development phase between a unique flight model or for 
a series production like in CLUSTER, is during the 
manufacturing, assembly and testing activities where 
the planning and organization acquire a great 
importance. 
 
The multiple factors influencing the test campaign 
definition and planning have to be optimised at the early 
stages of the program in order to harmonize and made 
compatible the technical requirements to be verified 
through the test process. 
 
The following aspects were evaluated to decide the 
maximum number of items on which one could operate 
simultaneously: 
 
◊ Man power definition does not represent any special 

problem and can be properly analysed and allocated 
within the program evolution. 

◊ The available room of the in-house facilities may 
introduce a restriction based on the dimensions of 
the booms (deployment included) 

◊ The need of external laboratories for the 
environmental tests (vibration, TV chamber, etc). 
Being this kind of facilities one of the cost drivers in 
the whole test process and presenting a more 
difficult scheduling taking into account the need for 
compatibility with other programmes and the 
problems derived from unexpected delays which 
may appear even independent from the project. 

◊ The design of jigs to process several items 
simultaneously or allowing sequential operation on 
them with minimum interruption for manoeuvring or 
reconfiguration. 

◊ How the contractual delivery dates are organized.   
 
The final decision was not to have more than four items,  
two Antenna Booms and two Radial Booms, submitted 
to the same activity of assembly or testing at the same 
time. Additionally only one pair of AB’s or RB’s made 
use of one environmental test facility simultaneously. 
Figure 11 reflects also a shifting between the operations 
on the AB’s and on the RB’s, which accommo dates the 
longer duration of the RB’s production and their later 
delivery to the S/C. 
 
The duration of the complete period of manufacturing 
and AIT activities required to produce the 16 booms 
was less than 24 months and all the deliveries took place 
within 14 months. 
 

 

Figure 11, CLUSTER Booms planning 

5. IN ORBIT PERFORMANCE 

From the operational point of view it was envisaged to 
release the +X AB immediately after launch and the 
other three booms only once the Mission Operation 
Phase was reached. 
 
In order to benefit the deployment torque margins and 
the strength of the bonded joints, it was foreseen to 
provide a more benign thermal environment to the 
mechanisms critical areas (hinges, bonded joints and 
harness) after the rather long and severe transfer orbit 
phase prior to the deployment. This would be achieved 
by tilting the spacecraft spin axis towards Sun thus 
adjusting the Solar Aspect Angle (SAA) to the required 
value (predicted between 80 deg and 85 deg). 
 



The operating temperature range for the hinges was 
established between +20°C and +80°C for the RB and 
between –15°C and +65°C for the AB hinges. 
 
The signal for temperature detection was provided by 
the following thermistors installed on the boom hinges: 
  
◊ +X AB no thermistor required 

◊ -X AB two thermistors (main and redundant) on the 
hinge 

◊ +Y RB two thermistors, one on the inner hinge and 
one on the outer hinge 

 
At the time of the S/C operations, several relevant 
parameters for the deployment of the booms were 
monitored from the ground station (ESOC). However 
most of them were no recorded or detailed in a report. 
Only hand write notes are available. 
 

S/C SAA S/C  
Initial For booms thermal 

conditioning 
S/C 1 Rumba 95.0° 80.8° 
S/C 2 Salsa 96.6° 81.1° 
S/C 3 Samba 97.0° 81.2° 
S/C 4 Tango 96.4° 81.0° 

 
Thermistors temperature S/C Boom 

Initial Deployment 
RB -2°C/-49°C +30°C/+40°C S/C 1 Rumba 

-X AB +32°C +5°C 
RB -4°C/-20°C +29°C/+33°C S/C 2 Salsa 

-X AB +40°C +11°C 
 
In the previous tables it can be realized that the 
predicted S/C attitude was needed for the thermal 
conditioning of the booms. Being the –X AB in the 
opposite side to the RB’s, while the latter are getting 
hotter the former is getting colder. Nevertheless it was 
possible to find a period for the deployment of all the 
booms in which the temperature ranges were still 
acceptable. 
 
The deployment strategy selected was a sequential 
release without intermediate spin correction. At nominal 
S/C spin rate of 4.5 rpm the –Y RB is released and 
considering the spin down effect due to the boom 
deployment, the S/C spin rate becomes 4.1 rpm. At this 
nominal spin rate the +Y RB is released and deployed. 
This new deployment reduces the spin rate to 3.7 rpm. 
 
These values were defined aiming at a reduction of the 
end of deployment shock load but at the same time 
providing acceptable torque margins on the boom 
hinges. One additional constraint was not to impair the 
performance of the S/C AOCS at very low spin rates. 
 

The evolution of the S/C spin rate during the 
deployment of the booms was simulated and the result 
is shown in Figure 12. 

spin down during boom deployment
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Figure 12, S/C spin rate 
 
Those results matches with the measurements taken 
from the  S/C AOCS. 
 

S/C spin rate (rpm)  
Initial after first 

deployment 
after second 
deployment 

Analysis  4.5 4.11 3.70 
S/C 2 4.52 4.14 3.77 
S/C 3 4.6 4.16 3.8 

 
Telemetry was also required for the end of deployment 
position. For that purpose redundant microswitches are 
installed in all the hinges. 
 
Unfortunately the onboard telemetry scan was in the 
order of 10 seconds only (10 times the duration of one 
AB deployment or in the order of the deployment time 
for a RB). Therefore no time marks are available with 
respect to the pyro pulses or the microswitches signals. 
Only the status of these microswitches were monitored 
at the time of the deployment, declaring it successful 
(which was the case for all booms) or not. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

There has been significant issues in the evolution of the 
CLUSTER Booms during the development phase. Some 
difficulties were encountered, for which, a solution was 
presented to finally provide the sufficient confidence in 
the design to start with the production phase. A lot of 
experience has been gained through the relatively big 
series produced.   
 
The result is that the 16 booms were successfully 
deployed in orbit, in the summer of 2000, and are now 
providing their modest contribution to the CLUSTER 
mission. 
 


